Principles of good modeling practice in healthcare cost-effectiveness studies.
Decision analytic models are increasingly being used to present information on the costs and effects of both new and existing healthcare technologies. However, despite this increase, the literature on what constitutes 'quality' or 'good practice' in modeling is sparse, confusing and often conflicting. As a result there is a need to summarize these quality assurance and good practice principles into a framework that is useful for modelers and users of models alike. This review has attempted to summarize these principles into five broad categories that will assist in assessing whether a model should be considered 'SAVED' (has structural integrity, uses appropriate input data and calculation methods, validates the model output, has extensive use and reporting of sensitivity analysis, and if there is detailed and unbiased reporting and interpretation of study findings). These principles span every aspect of the cost-effectiveness analysis from model conception, development and calculation, to presentation and interpretation of the results. Modelers are strongly encouraged to actively consider these principles throughout the entire process of model development, analysis and write up. Users of modeling studies should be familiar with these principles in order to correctly appraise studies for their applicability, validity and interpretability.